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Foreword

G

reetings from CEPIL, the year started off on a busy note and the
following are the highlights for quarter one 2019.

In January, CEPIL embarked on a strategic planning process where we
revisited and redefined our vision, mission, values and priorities to create a
road map for the future. I believe that strategic planning is a collaborative
process and the outcome consequential thus, I appreciate the team’s
commitment and participation.
In a bid to promote accountability of the state and its agencies, we
launched the #KnowtheLaw #KnowtheFacts Online Campaign and also
cover Parliamentary Committee proceedings to generate awareness and
interaction on the law in Uganda.
Due to the continuous narrowing space of the freedom of expression CEPIL
in partnership with UJU & EAMI are in the process of developing proposed
media guidelines for Journalists while covering protests.
The youth are the future and we believe mentoring is key to a successful
transition from students to professionals. It is on this premise that we
partnered with ULS in March to launch the Young Lawyers Mentorship
Program and the Rule of Law Champions Mentoring sessions.

Jacqueline Ayuya Mukasa,
Executive Director CEPIL

The CEPIL Strategic Planning Retreat

F

rom the 10th - 11th of January 2019, CEPIL had
a strategic planning retreat at the Rain Forest
Lodge in Mabira. The retreat brought together
the Board of Directors and the CEPIL Secretariat to
brain storm and set a course for the next 3 years.
CEPIL hired a Consultant from Solutions Africa to
guide in the process.
At the retreat, discussions centered around the
possibility of CEPIL being a catalyst for social
change, delivering excellent services in the areas
of public interest litigation, promotion of rule of law,
social and economic rights, democracy and human
development.
The CEPIL Secretariat and Board of Directors at the Rain
Forest Lodge Mabira

The strategic plan sets out strategic objectives and
initiatives that build on what CEPIL has achieved for
the past ten years. The strategic initiatives include:
1. Scale up programmatic interventions to expand
reach,
2. Strengthen systems, policies and processes to
guide operations and improve productivity,

The CEPIL team with Mr Julius Lukwago, the Consultant
(second left) at the Strategic Planning Retreat

3. Strengthen technical and leadership capacity of
the CEPIL staff,
4. Make CEPIL a great place to work,
5. Diversify funding
mobilization,

and

scale

up

resource

6. Build and promote a strong brand.
The Board and Management has committed to
these strategic initiatives. We have also produced a
detailed implementation plan alongside this strategic
plan to guide the team for the next three years. We
welcome your partnership and ask that you join us in
this endeavor to make a Uganda where the Rule of
Law is practiced and nurtured in public interest.
The CEPIL Team at the Strategic Planning Retreat

We agreed to expand the quality and reach of our
programs that promote Judicial Independence and
accountability, media freedoms and parliamentary
oversight as well as strengthen our capabilities in
public interest litigation, research and advocacy
and establish a think tank for development law.
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At the retreat, discussions centered
around the possibility of CEPIL being a
catalyst for social change, delivering
excellent services in the areas of
public interest litigation, promotion of
rule of law.......

#Know the Law #
Know the Facts,

Legislative Advocacy

ccording to the world global statistics report,
approximately 70% of Ugandans are on social
media, Facebook and twitter. This means
that approximately 30 million Ugandans use social
media.

In addition, CEPIL was able to cover committee
meetings and plenary discussions in Parliament. We
were able to share these proceedings on social
media in order to promote and strengthen the
accountability and over sight function of Parliament
which represents the interest of the Public.

A

CEPIL is harnessing this audience to increase
awareness of the law by sharing articles on the
provisions of the Constitution.
CEPIL seeks to use this as an opportunity to spread
the gospel of the Law in Uganda. We believe that
this will increase public awareness of the law and
engagements with government where the law
needs reform.

This we believe will call for public participation in the
law making process.
Currently, the Administration of Judiciary Bill 2018
is before the House, the Succession Amendment
Bill is before the Legal and Parliamentary Affairs
Committee and the Person with Disabilities Bill is
before Equal Opportunities Committee of Parliament.

A snap short of a tweet on legislative
advocacy

Status of the Judicary Scorecard Report
2018
In October 2018, CEPIL embarked on carrying out
research on the performance of the Judiciary for
the year 2018.
The research was aimed at analyzing the
performance and accountability of the Judiciary
with an aim of making recommendations for
improvement. This research was carried out in 17

High Court Stations and magisterial areas across
the country.
The Research was successfully completed in
December 2018. Currently the data is being
analyzed, a draft scorecard report on the
Performance of the Judiciary for the year 2018 is
under review by our technical consultants.
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Does the Media need guidelines to cover
demonstrations?
officers.
• He observed that these guidelines are pertinent
to give direction in the election period that is fast
approaching. They are also developing a media
strategy and they could benefit a lot from our
findings.
• According to Mr Katende the media should
be a platform for various voices, and therefore
Journalists should report based on verifiable
evidence.
• He stated that today, there are many freelance
journalists who should also abide by the ethical
code of conduct.
Annet Namugosa interviewing John Katende from
The New Vision

C

onsultations are key if any legislations,
regulations or guidelines are to be accepted,
adopted and enforced. Since January 2019,
CEPIL has engaged Media houses like the New Vision
and the Observer, state institutions such as the Ministry
of ICT and the Leader of Opposition in Parliament
of Uganda and several others on the necessity of
having the guidelines for the media while covering
demonstrations.
These are some of their comments:
Mr John Katende from the New Vision had this to say:

• We should call them Safety Guidelines because
they should contain information about how
Journalists can get content without endangering
their lives.
• Journalists should not take sides. They should not
be part of the action.
• Journalists should have identification but should
not display it to avoid unwarranted attention. Only
bring it out when the need arises.
• He noted that some journalists are reckless. It is
important to take caution in riotous situations.
Journalists need to be civil, polite and respectful to
those engaged in the protest, even to the security
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Mr Joseph Watasa, the Commissioner Ministry of ICT
had this to say:
• Riotous situations are not completely avoidable but
Journalists should treat the police professionally.
They need not engage in unnecessary arguments
with the security forces and respect that they are
also on duty.
• He further argued that Journalists should know
that the first rule to security and safety is that life is
paramount and they should not unnecessarily put
their lives in danger.
• In addition, he called upon Journalists to be
professional and should not engage in the protest.
They should be fair to both sides. One should
choose whether he or she is a journalist or a
political agent.
• Journalists should follow their Ethical Code of
Conduct.
• Ideally, if government continues treating journalists
like this, the upcoming journalists may lose passion,
fearing that their work will be tougher than others.
• Government only wants positive stories about
its entities, it can’t get them to its expectation
because some journalists hate government, this
tells you how the harsh treatment on journalists
can drive the soft hearted ones to a corner of
unprofessionalism.

• The Media should be at the fore front of having
these guidelines developed. The security
agencies should put their input later.
• There should be media professionals in the
Police and Army that the media should work
with. The security agencies should recruit media
professionals to help them streamline their
relations with the media.

Annet Namugosa, Legal Officer CEPIL Interviewing Mr
Moses Watasa the Commissioner Ministry of ICT

• On the need for Guidelines for Security Agencies
while covering demonstrations, the leader of
opposition states that if the laws governing their
operations are not sufficient, there might be a
need to develop guidelines. There is therefore
a need to look at these laws and identify the
gaps, and then make recommendations. She
welcomed the initiative as good but however
mentioned the need to continuously and
collectively deal with the root causes of the
problem we have where some people think
they are above the law, the root cause of an
undemocratic society. We should all continuously
struggle to come under a fair and democratic
society where rule of law is upheld.
• Security agencies need to treat others in a
humane way and control their anger. The
media should not be targeted because they are
doing their work. The media is vulnerable while
reporting in protests and should be protected.

A photo with the Leader of Opposition in Parliament

• Importantly, some media houses are owned by
politicians, news rooms somewhere somehow
serve their bosses’ interests.
• We need to revise how to hold tormentors
accountable, and how to make journalists feel
safe while on duty i.e, minimum and sustainable
payment, their safety, insurance, and others.
Hon Betty Aol Ochan, Leader of Opposition had this
to say:

• The security forces should go for refresher courses
to remind them of their duties, their limitations
and their rights and or obligations. According to
the Leaders of Opposition, most protests can be
contained if the will to contain it is there by both
parties. On this she encouraged the security
forces to seek to amicably contain uprisings.
• That there is need for awareness on the guidelines
and the laws in place such that both parties can
reach a common understanding. It is important
for people to know their rights and in this regard,
important for the media to know their rights so
that they can seek to enforce them.

• On the necessity of the Guidelines, they are
necessary to protect the interests of both parties.
They are necessary to protect the lives of those
covering protests.
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Launch of the Young Lawyers Mentorship
Program
• Rita Namakiika, an advocate shared her 6 months’
life changing experience of being formally
mentored. Through her mentorship she gained
three major things which are self-awareness,
personal and professional growth and networking.

T

• Deputy Chief Justice Hon. Justice Alfonse OwinyDollo then gave remarks and launched the
manual for the mentorship program. These were his
remarks; mentorship can be done either formally or
informally even by a person you do not know; in any
profession, you must learn to work hard to succeed;
mentorship is not just about the positives, we can
learn what not to do; he called upon lawyers to
always be trustworthy, prepared and organized;
being unprofessional is criminal conduct; no case is
personal; never make rush decisions and never call
a Judge to say you will not be on time.

DCJ Owiny Dollo signing the Young Lawyers
mentorship manual at the launch

he Centre for Public Interest Law in partnership with
Uganda Law Society on Monday the 4th day of March
2019, hosted a breakfast meeting and launched the
young lawyer’s mentorship program at Golden Tulip Hotel.
The mentorship program will equip young lawyers with skills
and exposure required to grow in the legal profession.
The meeting was graced by many senior legal practitioners
and officiated by the Deputy Chief Justice of Uganda; Hon.
Justice Alfonse Owiny-Dollo. Below are the highlights:
• Mr. Simon Peter Kinobe, President Uganda Law Society
emphasized that mentorship is key to molding an ideal
lawyer. He also emphasized the importance of faithfulness
and integrity in the legal profession and concluded by
advising the young lawyers to seek out the mentors.
“For you to be a hard brick, you have to go through the
furnace”

DCJ Owiny Dollo addressing Mentees and
Mentors at the Launch of the Young Lawyers
Mentorship Program

Coalition in Support of the
Independence of the Judiciary (CISTIJ)

C

ISITJ in its bid to promote and strengthen
the independence of the Judiciary met
with the Judiciary on the 7th of March 2019

to discuss strategies of partnership and how to bring
the public closer to the Judiciary. In the meeting it
was agreed that there is a need for the public to be
informed of the functions of the Courts of Law other
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than administration of Justice.
In order to do this the Judiciary represented
by Justice Waninda agreed to take part in Civil
Society dialogues, stakeholder meetings and
other initiatives in order to build and eventually
strengthen the relation between the public and
the Judiciary.

Session one of the Rule of Law Champions
Initiative

F

ollowing the launch of the Young Lawyers
Mentorship program, 10 young lawyers were
selected to be mentored and equipped to be
promoters, defenders and advocates of the Rule of
Law. The first mentoring session was held from March
26th to 28th 2019 at Eureka Hotel,
The Mentors for the first session were;
• Ms Patricia Atim: A lecturer and Law Don with
Makerere University,
• Ms Salima Namusobya: The Executive Director
Initiative on Social and Economic Rights,
• Mr Gerald Batanda; a legal practitioner with
Signum Advocates, and
• Mrs Pamela Kamlega; the Coordinator for
Justice Centres Uganda Mukono Branch.
All the mentors have a vast experience in promoting,
defending and advocating the Rule of Law and it is
on this basis that we invited them to come and share
their knowledge with the mentees.
The objective of the Session was to introduce the
mentees to the concept of the Rule of Law and its
principles, the Importance of the observance of the
Rule of Law and the roles of the different arms of

government in ensuring the Rule of Law is realised.
During the session, the mentees freely interacted
with their mentors on the principles of the Rule of
Law; accountability of government and the private
sector, access to justice and the use of alternative
dispute resolution mechanisms as well as the
transparent, inclusive nature and justness of the law.

The CEPIL Team and the Mentees with Ms Salima Namusobya

Land Rights
On the 28th of March 2019, CEPIL met with Landnet to lay a strategy on how advocacy and awareness can
be done around the Succession Amendment Bill 2018. It was agreed at this meeting that a radio talk show,
television adverts and social media campaigns be used to call for public participation and involvement in
the legislative process surrounding the Succession Amendment Bill 2018. This will ensure that the law is just,
fair and represents public interest.

Other Activities
As a means of expanding our reach and strengthening our networks, we were able to attend the following
activities:
1. An Executive Director’s Retreat hosted by CivSource Africa from 6th - 9th January 2019.
2. The LASPNET cluster planning meeting for the year 2019 on the 25th of January 2019 at the LASPNET
Secretariat.
3. The HURIPEC launch of the report on the Human Rights Violations in Uganda on the 13th of February 2019.
4. A dialogue on Mobilization of Conservative Civil Society on 14th February 2019 at the CivSource Africa
office.
5. The launch of the report by PILAC on the Impact of University Based Legal Clinics on access to Justice and
the Transformation of Legal Education in Uganda on the 14th of February 2019.
6. The National Land Dialogue organized and coordinated by Landnet Uganda on the 21st of March 2019 on
the Compulsory Land Acquisition Bill.
7. A two-day training on Freedom of Expression and Access to Information by LASPNET from the 21st to 22nd of
March 2019. Journalists and advocates were trained on how to keep safe while carrying out their duties.
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Cepil in Pictures

The CEPIL Team and the Mentees with Mrs Pamela Akello Kamlega

Some of the Mentors and Mentees at the Launch of the Young Lawyers Mentorship program

Annet Namugosa Legal Officer CEPIL Introducing the topic: Rule of
Law at the Rule of Law Champions Initiative
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Mr Gerald Batanda Empowering the Rule of Law Champions on
the Accountability of the State and Private Sector

ED CEPIL Opening Session of the Rule of Law Champions Initiative

The Mentees with Ms Atim Patricia

Ms Pamela Kamlega mentoring at Session One of the Rule
of Law Champions Initiative

Ms Patricia Atim Mentoring at Session One of the Rule of Law
Champions Initiative

Annet Namugosa Legal Officer CEPIL interviewing the Leader
of Opposition on the Media Guidelines

Ms Salima Namusobya Mentoring at Session One of the Rule of
Law Champions Initiative
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All this would not have been possible without our committed partners,
Thank you for your continued support.

Our Partners

Visit us at: http://cepiluganda.org/
On Twitter: @cepil_uganda
Or Facebook: @cepiluganda
Find us on:
5th Floor, Northern Wing, Social Security
House. Plot 4 Jinja Road, Kampala.
P.O.Box 28611, Kampala, Uganda
Phone: +256 393 224 509
Email: info@cepiluganda.org
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